CITIZENS LAKE CAMPGROUND SITES

Entrance

Parking Lot

Playground

RV Camping Rates:
- Nightly: $19.00
- Weekly: 114.00
- Monthly: 330.00
(50 Amp Service for all Sites)

Non-Site Use of Dump Station—$6.00

Tent:
- 1 night: $10.00

Bathrooms with hot showers available.

Entrance

Exit

Parking Lot

Playground

Bath House

Tent Area

HANDICAPPED SITE

HANDICAPPED SITE

Camping Rates:
- Nightly: $19.00
- Weekly: 114.00
- Monthly: 330.00
(50 Amp Service for all Sites)

Non-Site Use of Dump Station—$6.00

Tent:
- 1 night: $10.00

Bathrooms with hot showers available.